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MOUNTAINS, ADVENTURE,
RESPONSIBILITY, SUSTAINABLE
TOURISM AND ETHICAL
MOUNTAINEERING. 

A PROJECT ABOUT 



WE ARE
United Mountains of Europe was
born in the Summer of 2021 out
of a-common passion shared by
5 “outdoorers”. 

What started as a trip across the
European Mountains to live,
discover and experiment with
new ways of living adventure
soon became a mission to help
create the declaration of
mountain rights. 
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Go to a place in the
mountains that is special to
them and share an image or
video from that place
(possibly with a sign with
their own demands). 
Or share a memory or a
moment of importance in the
mountains 

This digital campaign asked
people to either; 

By tagging
#unitedmountainsofeurope in
their content, we were able to
pool all of it together and show it
during the event through a
projection. 

CAMPAIGN #1



People were asked to send a
postcard, containing their
sentiments towards the
mountains and why they believe
they should have rights.  
The content of the postcards
ranged from visual and written
expressions of feelings, concrete
solutions, or even just simple
(yet powerful)
memories/experiences. 

The cards were later exhibited at
the public event. 

CAMPAIGN #2



COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT

Over 1000 accounts
reached over all digital

platforms

over 100 shared
memories of the

moutnains

REACH

POST CARDS
RECEIVED

76



THINK
TANK



2 
WORKSHOPS

25 ATTENDEES
 

MANY IDEAS



The two workshops revolved
around how the outdoor
community can guide a
cultural shift in 
redefining our relationship to
nature.



Participants included EU commission officials like
Marco Onida and Phillippe Tulkens, as well as 
pro athletes like Siebe Vanhee and Sean Villanueva
O’Driscoll. The Cohort also included the current 
Belgian Alpine Club President Geoffroy De Schutter
and the director of outreach of EUMA Raul Cazan. 

https://www.clubalpin.be/geoffroy-de-schutter?enable_editor=1


Dr. Philippe Tulkens 
(Head of Unit European
Commission DG Research &
Innovation - Climate &
Planetary Boundaries)
introducing the first workshop,
giving an overview of the role
of the European Union in
regards to land management
and overall approach to
mountainous regions. 



This was followed by the
cohort being divided into
smaller groups where they
discussed vulnerabilities and
possible solutions to said
vulnerabilities in relation to
their context and the initial
question posed was; Why do
we need to re-define our
relationship to nature. 



The second workshop was centered around
the concept of Rethink adventure and how
to get there. Where the cohort, taking into
consideration concepts and reasonings
expressed in the first part of the workshop,
used “Technique 21” to share their
perspectives and reflect collectively. 



An event 

PUBLIC
EVENT



PANEL
DISCUSSION

 3 speakers
 

ATTENDEES
 

CONCERT
 

150 mountain lovers
 

Coline et Toitoine
Sean Villanueva O’Driscoll

Eline Le Menestrel



SPEAKERS

MARCO ONIDA 
EU Commission Official

ARTHUR DELICQUE  
Journalist & 

Photographer

ELINE LE MENESTREL  
Athlete 

The three panelists were asked by the moderator, 
Giorgia Garancini, to expand on how their role within their
context can influence the cultural shift that needs to occur in
order to redefine the human-nature relationship.



Each person spoke from their
past experience and hodling

their current and future
projects in mind. Considering

how they as individuals
(within their roles) can
contribute to directing 

the cultural shift. 
 



Coline et Toitoine debuting 
their single 'Comfort Zone' 



Sean Villanueva playing the bagpipes  (left) 
Singing the Dodo's Delight (right)



Eline Le Menestrel playing 
Beethoven’s 9th symphony - 

the EU's anthem.



A



Thank you to all those who are
part of the network and supported

this project 



THANK
YOU.


